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Corey, a fourth-grader, explains how his color insufficiency caused problems in kindergarten.
On the way Corey learns about the particular way he sees colors. Endorsed by the nation's
leading color vision experts. Find out about tests for CVD too. Corey's story is followed by a
simple description of CVD--what it really is, how many people have it, how they got it, the kind
of problems it might cause and suggestions about how to deal with CVD at home, at college
and anywhere you go. It provides nothing to do with how smart he's and he doesn't let it get
in his method. MOM'S CHOICE AWARD, Next Generation Indie Book Award, National Indie
Excellence Reserve Award. His color misunderstandings is a physical condition that lots of
people share.
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Recommend - must read for parents and teachers So happy a friend recommended this
publication for our family. Our almost-kindergartener was diagnosed with colorblindness and
reading this book collectively has helped him know how he sees in different ways, and has
helped my husband and I as well. Suggest this to anyone who is trying to describe to teachers
or other children about getting color blind. Great book for explaining to classmates what color
blindness is . We've been asked by our son's friends families to borrow the reserve because their
kids want to learn more about what our child sees if they find out he's colorblind.. Great book
for explaining to classmates what color blindness is indeed that they know very well what a
color blind person sees. Good explanation for adults aswell if they don't already have an
understanding of how color blindness adjustments what that person can see. Will be
purchasing another for his kindergarten instructor! Fabulous resource to describe Colour Vision
Deficiency to kids and ... Readable and easy to understand - actually explained color
blindness. Actually produced the classroom teachers in our school cognizant of the colour of
the tools they used in combination with their learners with CVD." I was introduced to Karen and
her great book and also have been lending it out to parents and children. Very informational,
my color deficient son adored for me to read this book to him when we first discovered. And
the illustrations have become helpful as well.. This meets & I highly recommend this reserve to
any family trying to navigate the globe for their colorblind child. All about color blindness for
kids and family This was an excellent book for kids and the entire family. Fabulous resource to
describe Colour Vision Deficiency to kids and caregivers of children with color blindness. Great
resource I purchased this book mainly because a reference for my son's college, as he is color
blind and I needed others to understand how he sees the world, basically. So, now I just
purchased another copy to contribute to our child's school library. exceeds our objectives. In
fact, I am ordering another duplicate for our personal reference later on as well. Five Stars
Very hood explanations and tips. my color deficient child loved for me to read this reserve to
him when . Highly recommend to all families with CB kids & Great to provide to teachers. I gave
this book to my kids pre-k instructor. My twins are both colorblind and this book helps clarify it
to both children and adults. Will most likely buy a duplicate of it to provide to all or any their
teachers in the future! schools as an excellent reference... It is a great book, with easy to
understand explanations for all age groups. Great book for College Nurse's office As a college
nurse working with small children, I am often the first, during eyesight screenings to recognize a
kid with color deficiency. Parents and teachers are usually surprised and "things start to make
sense. Very Helpful and Informative I purchased this book about 2 yrs ago to help our son
understand his colorblindness (he's now 8 years older), and for all of us to learn more as well.
The response offers been fantastic. Families have become grateful for this well written,
informative book for both kids and adults. It creates an excellent addition to the school nurse's
office!
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